
Our client is a retailer who imports 
Premium Wines from around the world, 
selling several billion dollars of alcoholic 
beverages across Australia.

CHALLENGE   
17,000 bottles of a Premium Wine valued at around $375,000, had been delivered to retail stores across Australia. 
Customers reported opening bottles where the neck of the wine bottle would break, and in some cases shatter. The 
international supplier claimed that the bottles must have been damaged in our client’s distribution and delivery process  
to stores, alluding to the issue being caused by the client’s distribution network.

SOLUTION   
OAS was able to rapidly investigate, sampling a range of bottles from the warehouse to find stock with the defect. 
Laboratory testing and a fracture analysis investigation enabled us to identify that the glass bottles had a 
manufacturing defect. We proceeded by developing a risk profile for the remaining 17,000 bottles in retail stores and 
distribution centre’s. A report was produced for our client to present to their Supplier, it outlined investigation findings 
and possible manufacturing causes.
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RETAILER CASE STUDY

OUTCOME   
The supplier confirmed within one week that there was a bottle manufacturing defect. They rapidly provided details on 
the affected batch dates. Our client removed all affected stock from their held product, enabling them to safely restock 
their retail shelves with unaffected stock. 

This resulted in no further consumer complaints, minimal impact to retail sales and the recovery of over 15,000 wine 
bottles. The supplier paid for all the costs related to the faulty wine bottles, including OAS consultancy fee. Our client 
also avoided any damage to their Brand and was able to fulfill all their sales during the peak summer period.
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POOR GLASS QUALITY.17,000 

OAS DIFFERENTIATION   
OAS not only provides technical expertise that was gained and continues to operate across five continents, but 
Technical Leaders.  OAS understands and drives a cross-functional teamwork approach.  Our team excels 
at connecting with shop floor employees, plant leadership and senior managers to get the best out of the 
interconnection among People, Process, & Equipment that delivers results.
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